Extension

Energy changes in
Gas temperature
relation to
and pressure changes of state

Hooke’s law

Investigate
and calculate
the density

Particle model

Combined
The evolution
Physics Topics of the Earth’s
12-13
atmosphere

Combined
Biology Topic 17

The water,
carbon and
nitrogen cycle

Impact of
human activity

Mutualistic and
parasitic
relationships

Abiotic and biotic
factors

Resistance

Generating
electricity

Magnetic fields

Electromagnetism

Combined Biology
Endocrine
Topics 7-9

Transformers

system

The menstrual
cycle and
infertility

Glucoregulation
and type 2
diabetes

Gas exchange

Aerobic and
anaerobic
respiration

The circulatory
system

Sampling an
ecosystem

Current, charge
and energy
Interdependence

Current and
potential
difference

Vector
diagrams

Work and
power

Combined
Physics Topics
7-11

Complete and
incomplete
combustion

Crude oil and
fractional
distillation

Cracking

Alkanes

Endothermic
and exothermic
reactions

Rates of
reaction

Displacement
reactions

Reactivity of group
1 and group 7
elements

Dynamic
equilibrium

Metal extraction

Electrolysis
Parallel and
series circuits

Atomic model

Describe how the
model of the atom
has developed
over time

Combined Biology
Topics 4-6

Radioactive decay

Selective breeding
Darwin’s theory
and genetic
evolution by natural
Good health
modification
selection

Communicable
and noncommunicable
disease

Pathogens and
disease
transmission

Physical &
chemical barriers,
the immune
system and
antibiotics

Photosynthesis

Properties,
dangers and uses
of the EM
Spectrum

Combined
Chemistry
Topics 10-16

Transpiration and
translocation

Reflection and
refraction
Transverse and
longitudinal waves

Energy
transformations
and efficiency

Conservation of
energy

Renewable and
non-renewable
energy resources

Stopping
distances

Momentum

Acceleration

Newton’s 1st,
2nd, and 3rd Law
of Motion

Moving and
stationary
objects

Distance-time
graphs and
velocity-time

Combined
Physics Topics
1-6

Quantitative
chemistry

Neutralisation
Acids, alkalis
and indicators

Frequency,
amplitude and
wavelength

Enzyme activity

Transport of
molecules

Growth

Neurotransmission

Mitosis and
meiosis

DNA

Genes and
inheritance

Combined
Chemistry
Topics 1-9

States of matter
and change of
state

Separating
mixtures

Atomic
structure

Groups and
periods on the
periodic table

Isotopes and
electronic
configuration

Properties of
covalent, ionic
and metallic
structures

Specialised cells
Covalent and
ionic bonding

Microscopes

Effects of
smoking, drugs
Chemical and
and alcohol on physical barriers to
the body
disease

Combined Biology
Topics 1-3

Pathogens and
disease
transmission

Photosynthesis

Plant
reproduction

Anatomy of a
flower

Classifying
organisms

B4 – Plants and
Health

Gravitational
field strength

Phases of the
moon

Earth’s
magnetic field

Plant, animal and
bacterial cells

Gas exchange

Aerobic and anaerobic
respiration
Unicellular organisms

C4 – Chemical
Physical and chemical Chemical formula
Reactions
Decomposition
changes

Incomplete and
Gas testing complete combustion

Reactions of
metals with
oxygen, water
and acids

Reactivity
series

Rates of a
reaction

Days and
seasons

P4 – Earth and
Space

Respiratory system
Solar System

Circulatory system

Distance-time
graphs and velocitytime graphs

Colours and filters

Reflection and
refraction

Detecting light

Detecting sound

Frequency,
amplitude and
wavelength

Transverse and
longitudinal waves

P3 – Sound, Light
and Motion Recycling

The rock cycle

Earth structure

Reaction of group
Properties metals
1 and group 7
and non metals
elements
Mendeleev

B3 – Respiration
and Unicellular
Organisms

P2 - Energy

Renewable and
non-renewable
energy resources

Energy
transformations

Energy efficiency

B2: Body Systems

Elements,
compounds
and
mixtures.

Conduction,
convection and
radiation

C2 – Acids, Alkalis
and separating
Risk assessments
techniques

Acids and
alkalis

Indicators

Neutralisation

Pure and
impure
substances

C3 – The
periodic table
and earth
science
Separating
mixtures

Enzymes

The human
digestive system

The human
musculoskeletal
system

The human
reproductive
system

Atomic structure

Pressure

Density

Diffusion

C1: States of matter
and atoms, elements
and compounds
States of matter

Springs

Friction

Forces

Electromagnetism
Balanced diet

B1: Cells and
Eco Systems

Life Processes

Plant and animal cells

Microscopes

Specialised cells

Hierarchy of
organisms from
cells to tissues to
organs to organ
systems to
organisms

Continuous and
discontinuous
Sampling an ecosystem
variation

Adaptations

Interdependence

Impact of human
activity

P1: Electricity
and forces

Electrical
safety
Electrical circuits

Voltage, current and
resistance in a circuit

